




At PMBA, we are committed to excellence, continuous

improvement, innovation and industry relevance. We constantly

evaluate and update our programs to address emerging trends,

technological advancements, and evolving industry demands.

We leverage the latest learning technologies and methodologies

to deliver flexible, interactive and engaging educational

experiences. We also combine theory with hands-on experience,

providing our students and mentees with practical knowledge

that can be applied in real-world scenarios.



We at PMBA Education aspire to be a beacon of change

in the BIPOC community. And the way we are choosing to

foster change is through equipping individuals with

previous professional background or new grads looking to

get into the project management, product management

and business analysis space with the right tools,

knowledge, and resources.



Our unwavering commitment is to empower and inspire

individuals and communities alike, fostering a global network

of capable leaders and driving positive social change.

At PMBA Education, our mission is to empower individuals

from the BIPOC community with the knowledge and skills

required to excel in project management, product

management and business analysis. We are committed to

providing accessible, high-quality training and resources that

enable our participants to become their own success story. 



We are dedicated to delivering comprehensive project

management and business analysis education and training

programs that are practical, relevant and aligned with industry

standards. Our mission is to equip individuals with the tools

they need to successfully lead and contribute to projects and

work environment of all sizes.

Our mission statement encompasses 3 core principles:

EDUCATION & TRAINING





Our mission is to provide opportunities for

networking, mentorship and knowledge-sharing

among our participants, fostering lasting

connections and partnerships.

COMMUNITY BUILDING 

We aim to create a supportive and collaborative

community of project management and business

analysis professionals. 



In today's dynamic business environment,

adaptability has become a necessity. Our programs

emphasize practical methodologies and techniques

that enable professionals to respond effectively to

changing requirements, emerging technologies,

and evolving market conditions.



Our mentorship program aims to provide mentees with

professional guidance and support, to accelerate their

professional growth. Participants will have access to a

network of experienced business professionals and industry

experts ready to help them improve their decision-making

skills and enhance their overall professional capabilities.

Our training courses provide participants with the

comprehensive knowledge and skills required to excel in

business analysis product management and project

management practice. Participants also gain a deep

understanding of industry best practices and frameworks,

enabling them to lead and deliver successful projects while

driving organizational growth.
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2023

PMBA becomes an NFP, providing free project

management and business analysis training and

education to BIPOC communities.

Volunteer Outreach Program

Training for Volunteers

2024

Community Outreach

Project Management & Business Analysis

Training commences

Networking Events




